We present a video compression framework that has several components. First, we aim at achieving perceptually lossless compression. Several well-known video codecs in the literature have been evaluated and the performance was assessed using several well-known performance metrics. Second, we investigated the impact of error concealment algorithms for handling corrupted pixels due to transmission errors in communication channels. Extensive experiments using actual videos have been performed to demonstrate the proposed framework.
INTRODUCTION
Video compression has been widely used in many commercial and military applications [8, 29] . Well-known video codecs include X264 [14] and X265 [11] . In some applications such as security monitoring videos where video quality is of prime importance, people are still using lossless image compression algorithms such as JPEG [31] and JPEG-2000 [27] for compressing videos frame by frame. Some recent algorithms such as X264 [14] and X265 [11] also provide lossless compression options. Such a practice seems to be too conservative, as lossless compression can only achieve two to three times of compression.
JPEG, X264, and X265 are discrete cosine transform (DCT) based algorithms and JPEG-2000 is wavelet based. About 15 years ago, there were some development in DCT based algorithms where overlapped blocks known as lapped transforms (LT) were used to further improve the compression [5] . In the past few years, a group of researchers have incorporated LT [5] into an open source video codec known as Daala [6] .
In this research, we aim at achieving perceptually lossless compression with 8:1 compression ratio for videos. We propose to apply several state-of-the-art video codecs (X264, X265 and Daala) to compress videos. Four performance metrics were used in our study. Moreover, since some applications involve the use of communication channels to transmit compressed videos back to a control center, there are corrupted pixels due to channel errors. We also investigate the possibility of using error concealment techniques to repair the corrupted pixels.
The key contribution of our project is to integrate three components (compression, error concealment, and perceptually lossless evaluation) in the video compression system into a single framework. Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the technical approach and its components. Section 3 summarizes all the experiments using actual images that are of interest to our customer. Finally, concluding remarks will be given in Section 4.
TECHNICAL APPROACH

Proposed Video Compression and Error Recovery Framework
In this research, we will perform objective evaluations of different compression algorithms in the market. This is to ensure that we will deliver the best approach to our customer. Our overall technical approach can be summarized as follows. First, we will survey the literature to determine the compression algorithms available in the market. At the same time, we will survey different performance metrics for algorithm evaluation. The focus will be on metrics that can better model human perception. We will also survey the error resilient algorithms and error concealment techniques. Second, we will obtain realistic maritime and sonar images for algorithm evaluation. Third, we will apply the various compression algorithms to the collected images and generate various performance metrics. Finally, we will also apply advanced algorithms to deal with the corrupted pixels due to channel errors.
Our proposed approach can be summarized in Figure 1 . 
Survey of Compression Algorithms
Instead of reinventing the wheels, we will compare image codecs in the market and objectively evaluate different codecs and eventually recommend the best codec to our customer.
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With the above in mind, we performed a survey of the existing high performance codecs, performance metrics, and error resilient coding.
DCT based algorithms
• JPEG [29] :
JPEG is the very first image compression standard. The video counterparts are the MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 standards.
• X-264 [14] :
X264 is the current state-of-the-art in video compression. Youtube uses X264. It has good still image compression.
• X-265 [11] :
This is the next-generation video codec and has excellent still image compression and video compression. However, the computational complexity is much more than that of X264. In general, X265 has the same basic structure as previous standards. However, X265 contains many incremental improvement over X264:  More flexible partitioning, from large to small partition sizes  Greater flexibility in prediction modes and transform block sizes  More sophisticated interpolation and deblocking filters  More sophisticated prediction and signaling of modes and motion vectors  Features to support efficient parallel processing.
Several studies concluded that X265 yields the same quality as X264, but with only half of the bitrate. It should be noted that X264 and X265 are optimized versions of H264 and H265, respectively.
• Daala [6] Recently, there is a parallel activity at xiph.org foundation, which implements a compression codec called Daala [6] . It is based on DCT. There are pre-and post-filters to increase energy compaction and remove block artifacts. Daala borrows ideas from [5] , which was written by one of us (T. Tran). We call the above approach the lapped transform (LT) approach. In this study, we mainly used Daala in our experiments. We have mainly compressed images/videos using LT, X264, X265, and JPEG-2000.
• VP8 and VP9 [23, 26] :
These video compression algorithms are owned by Google. The performance is somewhat close to X-264. However, it is not as popular as X264.
Error Resilient/Error Concealment
Although arithmetic coding achieves very high compression ratio, it is very vulnerable to channel errors. In [13] , several coding schemes were evaluated. From [13] , one can see that there is a limit to which the channel errors can be corrected. We propose to apply a combination of error resilient coding with error concealment. Our team has done extensive work in error concealment for Lidar, color, and hyperspectral images before.
Principle of Video Error Concealment [2]
Similar to still images, error resilient coding incurs more overhead in bandwidth and may not be able to deal with severe channel interferences. It is therefore necessary to apply error concealment techniques to recover lost pixels in the video.
As shown in Figure 2 , our general approach for these problems is based on the observation that for every small block in a frame, there always exist some motion estimations (ME) from the previous or future frames. Taking into account both the temporal and spatial correlation, each patch with missing or corrupted values is grouped with similar patches according to block matching criteria from the partial information of the patch and stacked into columns of a matrix. All the matched motion estimations should have similar underlying image structures and the completed version of these patches should lie in a low dimensional subspace. Therefore, the constructed matrix becomes a very low-rank structure and low-rank techniques [1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 24, 28, 30] can be applied for reconstruction.
Performance Metrics
In almost all compression systems, researchers used peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) or structural similarity (SSIM) to evaluate the compression algorithms. Given a fixed compression ratio, algorithms that yield higher PSNR or SSIM will be regarded as better algorithms. However, PSNR or SSIM do not correlate well with human perception. Recently, a group of researchers investigated a number of different performance metrics [25] . Extensive experiments were performed to investigate the correlation between human perception with various performance metrics. According to the results found in [25], it was determined that two performance metrics correlate well with human perception. It was concluded that PSNR-HVS and PSNR-HVS-M have high correlation with human subjective evaluation results. Thus, we adopted these two metrics in our evaluations.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Data
We searched the internet and found some videos: one periscope video and one sonar video. The original frame rate was 30 fps. Here, we only show results for the periscope video due to page limitation. 
Video Compression Results
We resampled the videos to 6 fps. For 6 fps, we also focused only on the comparison between X264 and X265. Figure 3 to Figure 4 show that X264 performed better than X265 in all performance metrics. In general, higher frame rate videos have better compression performance, which is reasonable due to more correlation between neighboring frames. 
Video Error Concealment Results
As mentioned in the literature survey section, error resilient coding can only protect the compressed bit stream to certain extent. If the interference in the communication channel is very severe due to either natural causes or enemy's intentional jamming, the bit stream will be heavily corrupted as a result. Hence, it is essential and absolutely necessary to have some high performance error concealment algorithms to repair the damaged packets. It is worth to mention that error concealment does not incur any bandwidth as compared to error resilient coding. Of course, some computational resource is needed at the receiving station, which should not be a problem in practice.
In this section, we applied our video error concealment approach to maritime videos. The theory has been described in an earlier section. So we focus on presenting the results. The video size is 720x1280. Here we introduced a large corrupted block of size 400x400 on frame 6. Figure 5 summarizes the original frame 6, frame 6 with a large missing block due to corrupted packets during transmission, and a recovered frame 6. For the 400x400 block, the PSNR is 36.48 dB for the reconstructed image.
Here, we compared our algorithm with another one called BMA (Boundary Matching Algorithm) [9] . It should also be noted that all frames have corrupted pixels. Figure 6 shows that our error recovery performance (34.52 dB) is 6.5 dB better than BMA (28.02 dB). This is very significant. One can also visually inspect the recovered images and notice that our performance is perceptually lossless. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we have achieved perceptually lossless compression at 8:1 compression ratio for videos. The best video compression codec has been found via extensive experiments using four performance metrics. Moreover, we also applied an error concealment algorithm to repair those corrupted pixels due to transmission errors. We believe our algorithm can also be useful safe process and control monitoring applications [16] [20].
